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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0363804A1] This invention is directed to a latching mechanism (70,93,60) for a plug and socket type electrical connector assembly (10)
comprising matable housing (12) and cover (50) members, respectively containing a plurality of male tabs or plugs (130), and a like plurality of
female contacts or sockets (140) matable therewith. The housing member (12) comprises a fixed member (14) and a movable member (18) in
sliding engagement therewith, where said movable member (18) is provided with at least one cam groove (30), a portion (36) of which extends
in the sliding direction. The cover member (50) includes at least one cam projection (58) which engages in said cam groove (30) in the mated
condition for said cover (50) and said movable member (18). The latching mechanism (70,93,60) preferably comprises a lever arm (72,94), one
end (74,96) of which contains dual pivot points (78,80,100,102) where such pivot points are pivotal with respect to said fixed member (14) and said
movable member (18). The opposite end (76,98) of the lever are contains a latching slot (86,110) engageable with a projection (60) on said cover
member, where said latching slot is formed by an angled arm member (88,110), such that on pivoting the lever arm to bring the members into full
mating engagement, the projection (60) on said cover member contacts said angled arm member (88,110) during mating of said members prior to
engagement with said latching slot, the latter representing a condition of full mating engagement.
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